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Seven Group Holdings Limited is a leading Australian diversified operating and investment group with market 
leading businesses and investments in industrial services, media and energy. In industrial services, WesTrac 
Group is the sole authorised Caterpillar dealer in Western Australia, New South Wales and the Australian Capital 
Territory. WesTrac is one of Caterpillar's top dealers globally (by sales value). SGH also owns Coates Hire, 
Australia’s largest equipment hire business; and AllightSykes, a supplier of lighting towers, generators and pumps. 
The Group also has a 28.6 per cent shareholding in Beach Energy and has interests in oil and gas projects in 
Australia and the United States. In media, SGH has a 40 per cent shareholding in Seven West Media, one of 
Australia’s largest multiple platform media companies, including the Seven Network and The West.F
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3. Capital Management
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We are a leading operating 
and investment group

Group Overview

• Total assets: $6.9bn

With positions in

• Industrial Services
• Energy
• Media
• Investments
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More than 5,800 people employed as at April 2020
• 3,532 employees at WesTrac in NSW/ACT and WA
• 2,042 employed across Australia at Coates Hire
• 213 employees at AllightSykes

Keeping our people safe continues to be our top priority
• Significant improvement in safety statistics over the past two years
• Continued focus on lead indicators and initiatives to further drive improvements

in safety culture
• The “Built By Us” safety culture program at WesTrac was formally recognised,

receiving the Enterprise Safety Program Initiative Award at the 2020 Australian
Workplace Health & Safety Awards

• The “Built By Us” program has supported an increase in employee engagement of 21% at WesTrac WA and 16% at WesTrac NSW

• Increase in AllightSykes LTIFR and TRIFR is an area of specific focus for the new leadership team

Initiatives underway to develop our greatest asset, the people who work across our businesses
• Programs (training, apprenticeships, trade upgrades) to uplift the skills and capability of our people to better address potential skilled 

labour gaps
• Continued focus on cultural transformation programs to build leadership capability and nurture an open and inclusive culture that 

values diversity

Rolling 12 Month LTIFR TRIFR

Apr 
2019

Apr 
2020

Apr 
2019

Apr 
2020

WesTrac WA 1.0 1.2 8.1 7.0

WesTrac NSW 1.0 0.0 9.6 6.7

Coates Hire 1.6 0.9 14.6 7.7

AllightSykes 0.0 4.9 7.3 14.7

SGH Total 1.2 0.9 11.2 7.4

– Lost time injury frequency rate (LTIFR) = number of lost time injuries 
per million hours worked

– Total recordable injury frequency rate (TRIFR) = number of recordable 
injuries per million hours worked
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Uniquely positioned to assist our communities
• Incredible work undertaken by 35 of our brave and committed people who serve in 

the RFS and other volunteer services
– Providing paid leave for all leave taken by employees to fight recent bush fires 

and support affected communities
• The diversity of our Group uniquely positions us to respond to the crisis through 

industry-leading equipment and our team’s motivation and skills

$10m pledged by SGH and its majority shareholder
• SGH pledge of $5m to directly support firefighting efforts, disaster recovery and the 

long-term task of rebuilding communities and ensuring support for mental health
• Matched by $5m pledge by Australian Capital Equity (ACE)
• Using the resources of the Group to support the rebuilding and recovery of affected 

communities

Contribution to date of $5m combined
• Equipment and services deployed to the RFS, BlazeAid and ADF in NSW and 

working with CFS Victoria and CFA South Australia to assess needs
• Direct funding provided to BCA’s Australian Volunteer Support Trust and Community 

Rebuilding Trust
• Additional support provided by SWM through live broadcasts of the Fire Fight 

Australia Concert, raising $9.5m, and the Bushfire Bash charity cricket match, 
raising $7.8m

Equipment deployed to date
• Cobargo: shower and toilet blocks, 

portable facilities, 50x 2-3kva generators, 
2x 4WD dual cabs, 1x 301.8 hydraulic 
excavator, fencing material.

• Balmoral: 2x bushfire recovery containers.
• Bega: 1x 962M wheel loader.
• Canberra (ADF): D6T dozer.
• Kangaroo Island: temporary shelters.
• Additional dozers, graders, site sheds in 

delivery.
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Key Principles of the SGH COVID-19 Response Plan
• Support the health and wellbeing of our employees and their families
• Operate core businesses as essential services
• Support our customers to maintain their businesses

Coordinated Groupwide Response
• Established a “Nerve Centre” to leverage resources across the Group 

and ensure an aligned and rapid response to issues as they arise:
– Ensuring workforce protection and productivity
– Stabilising the supply chain
– Proactively engaging with customers
– Actively stress testing the financial impact of various potential scenarios

• The effect on the operating business has been:
– Limited impact for WesTrac, with customers active, supply chains open, and volumes continuing to grow
– Some impact on Coates with event revenue being significantly impacted and Mid-tier and Trades contractor activity slowing
– Measures put in place by Government have significantly impacted the advertising market and Seven West Media
– Supply and demand side shocks have impacted the oil price and thus Beach Energy, whose domestic gas business 

remains resilient
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Purpose and objective
• The Group’s purpose is to recognise and serve exceptional businesses

• And by doing so seeks to maximise returns to shareholders, with total 
shareholder return of 41% over 3 years to December 2019

Recognising and 
serving exceptional 

businesses

Maximise return to stakeholders through 
long term sustainable value creation

Respect Owner’s 

mindset Courage Agility

Exceptional people Operational 
excellence Financial returns Assets

Pillars

Values

Strategic 
Objective

Purpose
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GROUP OVERVIEW STRUCTURE

Seven Group Holdings 8
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Mining production
• We provide equipment solutions to the world’s 

largest miners, supporting record production 
volumes and driving efficiency

Infrastructure investment
• We are the largest national equipment hire 

business, providing solutions to major 
infrastructure and construction customers with 
a strong pipeline of committed government 
projects

East Coast gas
• Beach Energy and SGH Energy are well 

positioned to meet growing East Coast gas 
demand and domestic LNG export opportunity

Diversified investments
• Strong balance sheet to pursue growth 

opportunities within or adjacent to our existing 
core businesses

Industrial
services

Industrial
services

Energy Media
investments

Beach Energy (28.5% 
owned) is a leading 
mid-cap E&P business 
and a key supplier to a 
growing East Coast gas 
market

SGH Energy (100% 
owned) holds operated 
and non-operated oil 
and gas interests 
including 15% of the 
Crux LNG Project

Key customers: Alinta, 
AGL, Adelaide Brighton, 
Origin Energy

WesTrac (100% owned) 
is one of the largest CAT 
dealers globally (by 
sales) and supports 
customers in Australia’s 

rich iron ore and thermal 
coal regions

28 branches and 3,532 
employees

Key customers: BHP, 
CIMIC, FMG, Glencore, 
Macmahon, Mineral 
Resources, Rio Tinto, 
Roy Hill

Coates Hire (100% 
owned) is the largest 
nationwide industrial 
and general equipment 
hire company

Over 160 branches and 
2,155 employees

Key customers: BMD, 
CIMIC, Downer, FMG, 
John Holland, Lend 
Lease

Seven West Media (40% 
owned) is a leading 
diversified media 
company in Australia 
with 2,700 employees

Monthly Australia-wide 
audience reach of: 
- 17.7m in Seven Network
- 8m in 7Digital
- 3m in WAN + digital

Other media investments 
include interests in China 
P/E funds

Note: based on segment asset values as at 31 December 2019
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Key themes:

• Our businesses are 
positioned to support 
customer investment

• Resource production 
remains near record highs

• Customers are extending 
fleet lives

• Infrastructure activity will 
lead the economy

• Domestic energy demand 
remains strong

Trading Update
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WesTrac

Leader in helping customers 
to drive efficiency by 
partnering on product 
support and technology 
solutions
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Value proposition
• WesTrac is among the top five Caterpillar equipment dealerships in the 

world and supports some of the world’s largest miners in Australia’s rich 

iron ore and coal regions together with infrastructure and construction 
activity in WA and NSW / ACT

• Leveraged to the growth in mining production with key customers 
producing near record levels, particularly iron ore

• Global leader in the deployment of advanced technology including 
autonomous mining solutions delivering productivity gains to customers

Large installed base
• 51,560 machines and engines installed in WA and NSW / ACT provides an 

ongoing aftermarket and product support opportunity
• High equipment utilisation and increasing fleet age means the opportunity 

for parts and maintenance is growing
• Growing demand for autonomous technology and retro-fitting existing 

equipment with autonomous capability

Innovative customer solutions
• Enhancing the customer value proposition through solutions such as 

component rebuilds and parts exchange to deliver greater productivity
• Investments in our parts warehouse and automated logistics systems 

provides the ability to pick and pack parts faster and more accurately, 
increasing service levels and integrating with our customer supply chains
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Continuing strong demand
• COVID-19 minimal impact on key drivers of mining production, 

fleet utilisation and age
• May YTD revenue up 15% on prior comparative period
• Parts and service demand remains high, some stockpiling of critical 

spares by major customers in response to COVID-19
• New and used capital sales to small business boosted by $150,000 

accelerated write off stimulus measures

Supporting customer investment
• Autonomous Haulage Solutions (AHS) continues to be a 

differentiator providing customers with the opportunity to capture 
productivity improvements
– Automation platforms are extending into blasthole drilling, dozing 

and underground loading applications
• Recently awarded FMG’s Eliwana (haulage and ancillary) and 

Iron Bridge (haulage and ancillary) fleets
• Recently awarded Newmont’s Boddington Gold autonomous 

haulage replacement, the first deployment of AHS in a gold mine
• Builds on increased committed sales from previously awarded 

Rio Tinto’s Koodaideri project (haulage and ancillary) and 

BHP’s South Flank project (ancillary)

Major projects awarded

Customer Project Awarded Scope

Eliwana Mar 2020 Haulage
and ancillary

Iron Bridge Mar 2020 Haulage
and ancillary

Boddington Feb 2020 Haulage 
replacement

Koodaideri May 2019 Haulage
and ancillary

South Flank Jun 2018 Ancillary
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World leader in autonomous mining
• Australia has the largest installed fleet of autonomous 

mining equipment in the world (88% as at March)
• WesTrac CAT autonomous training facility in WA under 

construction
– Providing courses in autonomous operations
– Catering for the skills of the future as the resource 

sector evolves
– Supported by grant from WA Department of Jobs, 

Tourism, Science and Innovations

Building further capacity
• Further investment in Perth to deliver increased capacity 

at sites in South Guildford, Welshpool and Reid Road
– Incremental work bays
– Cranage capability to support new builds
– Enhanced facilities to improve employee value 

proposition
• $40m investment across all sites in WA
• $15m investment into machining and reclamation capacity 

in NSW

Construction of AHS training site at Collie, WA

South Guildford Capacity Expansion Program
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CUMULATIVE SPEND: $3.9m 

15

YEAR 10
Consumable Parts

Engine Parts and Service

Preventative 

Maintenance

Powertrain

Hydraulics Parts and Service

HOURS

WESTRAC OFF HIGHWAY TRUCK LIFECYCLE
Capturing the product support opportunity
• Significant parts opportunity created through the large installed base of equipment across WA and NSW
• 793F mining trucks typically consume $3.9m in parts and maintenance over 10 years
• Customers are extending fleet lives well beyond 10 years, creating additional opportunities including component rebuilds
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WESTRAC COMPONENT REBUILDS AND PEX
Valuable customer solutions
• WesTrac has grown additional revenue streams through its Component Rebuild Centre (CRC) and Parts Exchange Program (PEX)
• These are aimed at providing cost effective and time effective solutions for customers

Component Rebuild Centre
• Strong revenue growth seen in component rebuilds (up 49% in 1H FY20) driven by the large installed base and high utilisation rates
• 37,797 components in stock, servicing 28 major customers across 104 mine sites

Parts Exchange
• Customers send key components to be exchanged to WesTrac for rebuilding to “like new” condition 

• WesTrac maintains a pool of reconditioned components ready to dispatch to customers seeking replacement - reduces the 
customer’s equipment downtime with time only incurred time to remove and install and lowers cost for customers

Cat 3500 Series engine before strip Cat 3500 Series engine rebuilt to new equivalent Engine ready for shipment to customer
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Coates Hire

A key supplier of equipment 
to infrastructure and non-
residential construction 
markets with a strong 
pipeline of projects ahead
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Value proposition
• #1 hire equipment company in Australia with over 160 branches and 

over 1 million pieces of equipment
• Ability to provide customers with a single source for their equipment 

needs nationally
• Major beneficiary of the level of infrastructure activity, particularly through 

committed projects on the East Coast of Australia, without direct contract risk
• Strong market brand awareness and highly diversified across products 

categories, customers and end markets 

Growing services demand
• Expansion of service capability using highly skilled product specialists and 

engineers to deliver customers solutions
• Engineering Services: provides engineering, design and installation solutions 

for shoring, propping, traffic, water and wastewater management
• Industrial Services: on-premise solutions and shutdown support to optimise 

and ensure continuity of production
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Some softness in construction but infrastructure holding up
• COVID-19 has directly impacted the Events hire business (Supercars, Formula 1, 

Royal Easter Show, AFL)
• Social distancing is estimated to have adversely impacted vertical construction 

productivity by 30% and horizontal construction productivity by 10%
• YTD revenue up 2% on pcp, however May revenue down YoY as building 

construction slows
• Governments are focused on accelerating “shovel-ready” projects

• Engineering & Construction demand remains strong and poised to benefit from 
expected acceleration of projects by Government

Readiness for change in market conditions
• Contactless hire offering rolled out
• Management restructure completed in May (via spans and layers review) to 

improve the agility and responsiveness of the business
• Growth capex slowed and disposals deferred to optimise fleet until greater certainty 

around economic conditions
• Heightened focus on winning work and maximising sales from new ways of working
• Continued development of value-add Specialist services including engineering 

solutions for propping, shoring and dewatering
• Sales forces quote levels have been at record levels despite social distancing 
• Awarded a number of major customer tenders, particularly in WA, with Coates 

winning work back from competitors
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Major infrastructure programs
• Australia is in the midst of its largest ever 

transport infrastructure boom with expenditure 
on projects >$2bn expected to reach circa 
$18bn per annum in 2023 driven by: 
– Unprecedented number of large capital city 

road and rail projects
– Ramp up of urban renewal, maintenance 

and improvement programs 
– General improvement of regional works 

(including Inland Rail and ongoing, large 
scale upgrades to highways)

Government acceleration
• Economic activity being stimulated through 

acceleration of projects by State and Federal 
Governments

• Best achieved through horizontal projects as 
opposed to vertical projects which suits the 
Coates Hire business model

Source: BIS Shrapnel
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Energy

Portfolio of opportunities 
within Beach Energy and 
SGH Energy aimed at 
meeting the East Coast gas 
demand and new domestic 
LNG export opportunities
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East Coast gas demand
• SGH’s energy investments are well positioned to meet the 

growing level of East Coast gas demand
– Beach Energy through its positions in the Cooper Basin 

and Otway Basin
– SGH Energy through its position in Longtom in the 

Gippsland Basin
• AEMO projections show a supply gap beyond the next 

2-3 years which requires anticipated projects to come to 
fruition and additional exploration and development to 
occur over the longer term

• Gas pricing for 2020 contracts has remained strong

LNG export opportunity
• Current global LNG oversupply is leading to project 

deferrals resulting in a tighter supply / demand outlook in the 
mid 2020’s

• Beach is progressing the Waitsia project in the Perth Basin 
which provides a potential LNG export opportunity

• SGH Energy’s investment in Crux (operated by Shell) is 

anticipated to deliver production when the market is more 
balanced

Projected Eastern and South-Eastern Australian Gas Production (export LNG and domestic)

Source: AEMO Gas Statement of Opportunities 2020

LNG supply-demand gap (Mtpa)

Source: Shell LNG Outlook , February 2020
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Beach Energy well positioned for low energy prices
• Balance sheet strength –$80m net cash and $530m liquidity available as at 

31 March 2020
• Majority gas producer with minimal spot price exposure - 97% of East Coast gas 

sales expected to be sold under contract in FY21
• Low cost operator - oil production is economic above US$10/bbl
• Targeting a deferral of up to 30% of FY21 capital expenditure from prior 

expectations
• Anticipate capital reductions across all basins
• Further operating cost reductions progressing and being targeted
• Oil price is expected to recover as demand dislocations dissipates
• Balance sheet position provides opportunity to participate in value accretive M&A

Beach Production Mix
(FY20 Estimate)

Thylacine platform, Otway Basin

Otway Gas Plant
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Crux development update
• Crux remains an attractive asset, supplying backfill gas 

to Shell’s existing Prelude FLNG infrastructure

• Due to market conditions Final Investment Decision has 
been delayed

• Crux sale review has been put on hold until 2021

Longtom update
• Prospective tightening of East Coast supply means 

Longtom remains a key source of local supply
• NOPTA confirmation that production license remains 

in place
• APA discussions have resumed now that Orbost gas 

plant production is ramping up

Crux location map and Prelude back-fill concept

Source: Shell website
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Media

Seven Network provides 
leadership through its mass 
audience reach across 
FTA TV and digital

Other media investments 
provide exposure to growth in 
China’s media, entertainment 

and consumer sectors
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SWM has a market leading presence in content production across 
free-to-air TV and digital
• Seven Network was Australia’s most watched TV network from FY06 to FY19

– 7News is Australia’s most watched news service for 16 straight years (2019)

– Number 1 multi-channel in 7Mate
– 7Plus is Australia’s fastest growing commercial free-to-air VOD platform

• Delivering content to over 18m people per month
• Over 9m unique audience views of 7news.com.au per month
• Content-led growth strategy though investment in tentpole programming and 

focus on key demographics

China Media investment
• SGH has invested in a leading equity investment group in China with a focus on 

creating value through China’s media, entertainment and consumer sectors

• Numerous investments made since 2014 with realisations to date providing 
additional return for the Group’s media segment
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Seven West Media
• Redwave regional WA radio network sold for $28m
• Osborne Park (WA) site sold for $75m
• Pacific Magazines sale completed for $40m cash consideration, pre adjustments 

and leave provisions, and $6.6m in advertising over 3 years in Bauer publications
• #1 Metro FTA TV revenue share in April (37.8%)
• #1 BVOD VPM minutes share in April (43.6%)
• COVID-19 has unprecedented impact on advertising market - Metro FTA ad 

market down 30.7% in April and down 9.3% YTD
• New management team has plans to further deleverage the business and 

reposition for recovery
• Cost out program targeting $90m by 30 June 20 and further $110m in FY21
• Revised AFL contract with $87m reduction on the existing contract and 

2 year extension to 2024

Other media investments
• Offshore media funds continue to realise portfolio investments and deliver returns
• Growth in China’s media, entertainment and consumer sectors despite COVID-19
• Realised gains of $17.2m for 1H FY20

– Net IRR to date in excess of SGH cost of capital
– Outlook remains positive
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Boral investment
• Screening process identified Boral as a leading industrials business with 

challenges around leadership, strategy, litigation and execution
• Recent price dislocation provided an opportunity to build a position - SGH 

buying commenced in March with 10% investment disclosed on 2 June
• Provides additional exposure to infrastructure investment in Australia, 

with a vertically integrated position, strong asset base, barriers to entry 
and a focus on robust East Coast markets
– Concrete and Placing, Quarries and Asphalt products leveraged to 

major projects including roads, highways, subdivisions and bridges and 
other non-residential construction

• Residential product segments may benefit from recent stimulus and new 
build incentives

• Driving efficiencies in the Australian business will be key with cost out 
process underway

• US business remains under review as part of the broader strategic review 
process by advisers appointed by the Boral Board

Other listed investments
• Intention to further sell down existing positions over time to fund 

other opportunities
• Development of legacy property held at Kings Square and Dianella 

over the long-term

Source: Boral website
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Our aim is to maximise 
return to stakeholders 
through long-term 
sustainable value 
creation

Financial discipline on  
cash flow and funding 
are key areas we focus 
on to drive financial 
returns

Capital Management
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Over $700m in new funding available to the Group
• US$300m / A$460m US private placement, priced in May, closing in July

– Oversubscribed with US$865m in bids received
– Demonstrates strong investor demand and confidence in our 

business model
• US$175m direct placement warehouse facility term sheet being finalised
• Up to A$200m share based financing facility for investment activities
• Mark-to-market of existing cross currency swaps of $231m in the 

Group’s favour as at 31 May with immediate ability to access a portion 

of this as collateral

$616m in existing committed undrawn funding available
• As at 31 May 2020, the Group had $616m in available liquidity through 

$236m in cash and $380m in committed undrawn facilities
• Committed facilities further enhanced by $460m USPP from July
• Additional $211m in existing uncommitted facilities available
• Listed investment portfolio represents approximately $150m in 

additional liquidity (as at 31 May 2020)

Cat R2900G underground loader prior to rebuild

Cat R2900G post rebuild
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US private placement
• US$300m placement in three tranches:

– US$75m, 7-year 3.31% fixed coupon (A$115m at BBSW +3.2%)
– A$230m, 10-year, 4.265% fixed coupon
– US$75m, 12-year, 3.66% fixed coupon (A$115m at BBSW +3.4%)

• Proceeds used to repay maturing USPP tranches, investment in 
working capital to deliver committed sales, facility upgrades to deliver 
additional capacity, and funding for future growth opportunities

Extended facility maturity
• Overall Group facility maturity extended from 3.0 years to 4.4 years
• Drawn debt maturity extended from 3.4 years to 6.3 years

Diversity of funding sources
• Utilises the strong credit position of WesTrac
• Access to an alternative funding market that has remained open and 

liquid in the current environment
• Reduced reliance on bank funding

Note: chart shows an indicative debt maturity profile after completion of 
US private placement in July (2027, 2030 and 2032 maturities) and potential 
re-set of existing cross-currency swaps (2023 and 2026 maturities)F
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Outlook
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OUTLOOK KEY MESSAGES
Key messages
• Continuing strength in most underlying markets through COVID-19

– Majority of WesTrac and Coates Hire customers operate in essential industries and activity levels have remained high
– Beach Energy performance underpinned by strong East Coast gas demand and upside on future contract repricing at market rate

• Growing order book in WesTrac through major contract wins and increased parts opportunity
– Projects underpin committed revenue in coming years
– Reflects the strength of WesTrac’s value proposition and the Cat brand

– Continuing to capture market opportunities in AHS and component rebuilds

• Coates Hire right-sizing the organisational structure by removing a layer of 
management and improving the agility of the business
– Infrastructure activity accelerating as a form of government economic stimulus

• Funding in place to support our business to grow and invest
– $616m in cash and existing committed undrawn facilities with additional funding 

capacity through uncommitted and new facilities
– New $430m USPP provides strength and flexibility to pursue the right opportunities

Outlook
• SGH will not provide revised market guidance at this time due to the uncertainty of 

current and ongoing COVID-19 measures
• FY21 guidance to be assessed at the time of the full year results release in August
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